HUNGARIAN COMPOSERS TODAY

FIRST PERFORMANCES
Birtwistle’s ‘Verses for Ensembles’ (Michael Nyman)
Musgrave’s Clarinet Concerto (Anthony Payne)
Rawsthorne’s ‘Prelude, Fantasia and Postlude’ (Norman Kay)
Lutyens’s Novenaria (Niall O’Loughlin)

BOOK REVIEWS
Adorno’s Berg (Tim Souster) Einem and Krenek (Niall O’Loughlin)
Copland, Myers, Vlad (Stephen Walsh)

NEW MUSIC AND LETTERS
(Hans Keller)

RECORD GUIDE
(Anthony Payne)

88 TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE
MUSIC TITLES FROM CALDER & BOYARS

ESSAYS BEFORE A SONATA
and other writings
Charles Ives

These essays must take their place among the most important writings from any major creative musical figure by virtue not only of their subject matter, but also Ives' own rare and lucid articulation of his subject. These essays may well be inspiring to musicians long after Ives' music has ceased to shock his listeners. April publication.

42s

Current bestsellers

SILENCE
Lectures and Writings

JOHN CHRISTOPHER
Romain Rolland
Nobel Prize Winner

Romain Rolland's great romantic novel is now available in four volumes in Jupiter Books. It is a thrilling imaginary biography of a composer, a combination of the characters of Beethoven, Wagner, Berlioz and many others, recounting his life and loves, examining the nature of the artistic condition itself and painting a huge and vivid portrait of the exciting Age of Romanticism.

Vol 1 Dawn & Morning 5/6
Vol. 2 Storm & Stress 10/6
Vol. 3 In Paris 11/6
Vol. 4 Journey’s End 12/6

MAURICE RAVEL
Variations on his Life and Work
H. H. Stuckenschmidt

'Must unquestionably be regarded as the definitive book on Ravel' Der Tagespiegel
August publication. Illustrated. 50s

RICHARD STRAUSS
& ROMAIN ROLLAND
Correspondence, Diary and Essays
ed. Rollo Myers

'Excellent . . . fascinating material'
Manchester Ev. News

'A most useful and enlightening volume.'
Yorkshire Post

50s

Related reading

A YEAR FROM MONDAY
New Lectures and Writings
John Cage

'Probably the most influential composer of the mid-twentieth century . . . He's a force in our lives which we cannot negate'
Guardian

84s and 55s

TWENTIETH CENTURY MUSIC
New Revised, enlarged edition
ed. Rollo Myers

'A very useful and readable guide.'
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